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Abstract - This paper describes the principles of phase-locked system design with emphasis on monolithic imple
mentations. Following a brief review of basic concepts, we analyze the static and dynamic behavior of phase-locked
loops and study the design of their building blocks in bipolar and CMOS technologies. Next, we describe charge
pump phase-locked loops, effect of noise, and the problem of clock recovery from random data. Finally, we present
applications in communications, digital systems, and RF transceivers.

1. INTRODUCTION

PHASE-LOCKED loops (PLLs) and clock recovery circuits (CRCs) find wide application in areas such as communications,
wireless. systems, digital circuits, and .disk drive electronics. While the concept of phase locking has been in use for

more than half a century, monolithic implementation of PLLs and CRCs has become possible only in the last twenty years
and popular in the last ten years. Two factors account for this trend: the demand for higher performance and lower cost in
electronic systems, and the advance of integrated-circuit (K') technologies in terms of speed and complexity.

This tutorial deals with the analysis and design of monolithic PLLs and CRCs. Following a brief look in Section 2 at
a number of design problems that can be solved using phase locking, we review some basic concepts in Section 3 to establish
proper background as well as define the terminology. In Section 4, we introduce the phase-locked loop in a simple form,
analyze its static and dynamic behavior, and formulate its limitations. In Section 5, we describe the design of circuit building
blocks, and in Section 6, charge-pump PLLs. Sections 7 to 9 deal with phase noise, clock recovery circuits, and applications
of phase-locked systems, respectively.

2. WHY PHASE-LOCK?

Phase locking is a powerful technique that can provide elegant solutions in many applications. In this section, we consider
four design problems that can be efficiently solved with the aid of PLLs. We return to these problems after studying the
principles of phase locking.

2.1 Jitter Reduction
Signals often experience timing jitter as they travel through a communication channel or as they are retrieved from a

storage medium. Depicted in Figure 1, jitter manifests·itself as variation of the period of a waveform, a type of corruption
that cannot be removed by amplification and clipping even if the signal is binary.

A PLL can be used to reduce the jitter.

·4

Fig. 1 Timing jitter.

2.2 Skew Suppression
Figure 2 illustrates a critical problem in high-speed digital systems. Here, a system clock, C Ks, enters a chip from a

printed-circuit (PC) board and is buffered (in several stages) to sharpen its edges and drive the load capacitance with minimal
delay. The principal difficulty in such an arrangement is that the on-chip clock, eKe, typically drives several nanofarads
of device and interconnect capacitance, exhibiting significant delay with respect to C K s. The resulting skew reduces the
timing budget for on-chip and inter-chip operations.

In order to lower the skew, the clock buffer can be placed in a phase-locked loop, thereby aligning eKe with C K s.
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~t t Fig.2 Clock skew in a digital system.

2.3 Frequency Synthesis
Many applications require frequency multiplication of periodic signals. For example, in the digital system of Figure 2,

the bandwidth limitation of PC boards constrains the frequency of C K s, whereas the on-chip clock frequency may need to
be much higher. As another example, wireless transceivers employ a local oscillator whose output frequency must be varied
in small, precise steps, for example, from 900 MHz to 925 MHz in.steps of 200 kHz.

These exemplify the problem of "frequency synthesis," a task performed efficiently using phase-locked systems.

2.4 Clock Recovery
In many systems, data is transmitted or retrieved without any additional timing reference. In optical communications,

for example, a stream of data flows over a single fiber with no accompanying clock, but the receiver must eventually process
the data synchronously. Thus, the timing information (e.g., the clock) must be recovered from the data at the receive end
(Fig. 3). Most clock recovery circuits employ phase locking.

Data

Recovered
Clock

t Fig. 3 Clock recovery from random data.

3. BASIC CONCEPTS

In studying PLLs and CRCs, we often need to draw upon concepts from the theory of signals and systems. This section
provides a brief review of such concepts to the extent that they prove useful to Ie designers.

3.1 Time- and Frequency-Domain Characteristics
Phase-locked systems exhibit nonlinear behavior at least during part of their operation (e.g., transients), thus requiring

time-domain analysis in almost all applications. However, in the steady state and during slow transients, it is extremely helpful
to study the response in the frequency domain as well, especially if the application imposes certain constraints on the purity
of the output spectrum.

Most of the signals encountered in PLLs are either strictly periodic, for example, x (t) = A cos wet, or phase
modulated, for example,

(1)

We consider the second example as a more general case. The total phase of this signal is defined as <Pe(t) = wet + <Pn(t) and
the total frequency as Oe(t) = d<Pe/dt = We + d[<Pn(t)]jdt. 1 PLLs usually operate on the "excess" components of <Pe and
Oc, that is, <Pn(t) and d[<Pn(t)]/dt, respectively.

In most cases of interest, l<Pn(t)1 « 1 radian, i.e., the difference between consecutive periods of the waveform is
small and the signal only slightly deviates from a strictly periodic behavior. We call such a signal "almost periodic." This
is illustrated in Figure 4, where two waveforms with equal "average" frequencies are shown. Note that while each period
of the waveform in Figure 4b is very close to that in Figure 4a, the phase difference between the two can grow significantly
because small phase deviations accumulate after every period.

IThe quantity nc is actually called the angular frequency and measured in rad/s, but for the sake of brevity we simply call it thefrequency.

2
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(a)

(b) Fig.4 (a) Periodic and (b) almost-periodic waveforms,

Let us consider examples of tPn (t) in Eq. (1) that lead to the behavior depicted in Figure 4b. First, suppose lPn (r) =
tPm sinwmt, where lPm « 1 radian. Then, (1) can be simplified as

Xl (r) = A cos wet cos(tPm sin wmt) - A sin wet sin(tPm sin wmt) (2)

~ A cos wet - (A sin wet)(¢m sin wmt) (3)

AtPm
= A cos wet + -2-[cos(we + wm)t - COS(We - wm)t] (4)

Thus, the waveform has a strong component at W = We and two small "sidebands" at to = We ± W m (Fig. 5a). Second,
suppose ¢n (t) is a stationary Gaussian random noise with a "low-pass" power spectral density:

1
P4>(w) = 1 + (w/WO)2 (5)

Then, in a similar fashion, if I¢n I « 1, Eq. (1) can be expressed as

X2(t) ~ A cos wet + A¢n(t) sin wc(t) (6)

The resulting spectrum exhibits noise "skirts" around the center frequency (Fig. 5b).

(a)

(b)

to

Fig.5 (a) Sidebands and (b) noise skirts resulting from phase modulation.

From the above discussion, we can define a number of important parameters. "Cycle-to-cycle" jitter is the difference
between every two consecutive periods of an almost-periodic waveform, and "absolute" jitter is the phase difference between
the same waveform and a periodic signal having the same average frequency. If random, jitter is usually specified in terms
of its root mean square (rms) and peak-to-peak values.

Frequency-domain counterparts of jitter are sidebands and "phase noise." .As illustrated in Figure 5a, sidebands are
deterministic components that do not have a harmonic relationship with the main component We (also called the "carrier");
in most cases of interest, they are quite close to We, Le., W m « We. Sidebands are specified with their frequency and their
magnitude relative to that of the carrier.

In contrast to sidebands, phase noise arises from random frequency components (Fig. 5b). To quantify phase noise,
we consider a unit bandwidth at a frequency offset 6,w with respect to We, calculate the total noise power in this bandwidth,
and divide the result by the power of the carrier (Fig. 6). Phase noise is expressed in terms of dBc/Hz, the letter "c" indicating

3
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the normalization of the noise power to the carrier power, and the unit Hz signifying the unity bandwidth used for the noise
power.

(0

Fig. 6 Phase noise measurement.

It is interesting to note that although the phase modulation of Xl (t) is deterministic and that of X2(t) random, their
time-domain jitter may appear to be the same. In other words, if uniformity of zero crossings is critical, sidebands are as
undesirable as random noise.

3.~ Voltage-Controlled Oscillator
An ideal voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) generates a periodic output whose frequency is a linear function of a

control voltage Veont:

WOUI = W}'R + Kyeo Veonl (7)

where WFR, is the "free-running" frequency and K yeo is the "gain" of the VCO (specified in rad/sN). Since phase is the time
integral of frequency, the output of a sinusoidal VCO can be expressed as

y (t) = A cos ( W}'Rt + Kyeo {'
oo

Veontdt) (8)

In practical VCOs, K yeo exhibits some dependence on the control voltage and eventually drops to zero as Weontl increases.
This is explained in Section 4.3.

It is interesting to note that if Veont (t) = Vmcos W mt , then

y(t) = A cos ( W}'Rt + K;:o Vmsin wmt) (9)

Called the modulation index, the quantity Kveo/wm decreases as the modulating frequency W m increases, i.e., the VCO has
a natural tendency to reject high-frequency components applied at its control input.

In studying PLLs, we usually consider a VCO as a linear time-invariant system, with the control voltage as the
system's input and the excess phase of the output signal as the system's output. Since the excess phase ,

tPOUI(t) = K yeo f Veontdt (10)

the input/output transfer function is

<1>out(S) Kveo
--= (II)
Veont(s) S

Equation (10) reveals an interesting property ofVCOs: to change the output phase, we must first change thefrequency
and let the integration take place.f For example, suppose for t < to, a VCO oscillates at the same frequency as a reference
but with a finite phase error (Fig. 7). To reduce the error, the control voltage, Veonlo is stepped by +~ V at t = to, thereby
increasing the VCO frequency and allowing the output to accumulate phase faster than the reference. At t = tl, when the
phase error has decreased to zero, Veonl returns to its initial value. Now, the two signals have equal frequencies and zero
phase difference. Note also that the same goal can be accomplished by lowering the VCO frequency during this interval.

The above observation leads to another interesting result as well: the output phase of a VCO cannot be determined
only from the present value of the control voltage, i.e., it depends on the history of Veont • For this reason, we treat the output
phase of VCOs as an independent initial condition (or state variable) in the time-domain analysis of PLLs.

In some cases, it is advantageous to control the output frequency of an oscillator by a current. Called a current
controlled oscillator (CCO), such a circuit exhibits the same behavior as a VCO.

2We assume the veo has no other input to set its phase.

4
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Fig. 7 Phase alignment of a VCO with a reference.

3.3 Phase Detector
An ideal phase detector (PO) produces an output signal whose de value is linearly proportional to the difference

between the phases of two periodic inputs (Fig. 8):

(12)

where KpD is the "gain" of the·phase detector (specified in V/rad), and D,,{jJ is the input phase difference. In practice, the
characteristic may not be linear or even monotonic for large D,,{jJ. Furthermore, KpD may depend on the amplitude or duty
cycle of the inputs. These points are explained later.

Phase
Detector

Fig. 8 Characteristic of an ideal phase detector.

Figure 9 illustrates a typical example, where the PO generates an output pulse whose width is equal to the time
difference between consecutive zero crossings of the two inputs. Because the two frequencies are not equal, the phase
difference exhibits a "beat" behavior with an average value of zero.

PO
Output _ .....,....1-

t Fig. 9 Input and output waveforms of a PD.

A commonly used type of phase detector is a multiplier (also called a mixer or a sinusoidal PD). For two signals
Xl (t) = Al cos wIt and X2(t) = A2 COS(W2t + 6.{jJ), a multiplier generates

yet) = aA I COSlVIt· A2COS(W2t + ti.ljJ)

aA I A 2 aA I A2
= -2- cos [(WI + W2)t + D"ljJ] + -2- cos [(WI - (2)t - D"ljJ]

where a is a proportionality constant. Thus, for Wt = W2, the phase/voltage characteristic is given by

-- aA tA2
y(t) = -2- cos ti.ljJ

5

(13)

(14)

(15)
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Plotted in Figure 10, this function exhibits a variable slope and nonmonotonicity, but it resembles that in Eq. (12) if ~l/J is
in the vicinity of n /2:

-- aAIA2 (1r )
y(t) ~ -2- 2. - ~l/J

yielding K pD = -aA1A2/2. Note that the average output is zero if WI # W2.

(16)

Fig. 10 Characteristic of a sinusoidal PD.

4. PHASE-LoCKED Loop

4.1 Basic Topology
A phase-locked loop is a feedback system that operates on the excess phase of nominally periodic signals. This is in

contrast to familiar feedback circuits where voltage and current amplitudes and their rate of change are of interest. Shown
in Figure 11 is a simple PLL, consisting of a phase detector, a low-pass filter (LPF), and a Yeo. The PD serves as an "error
amplifier" in the feedback loop, thereby minimizing the phase difference, ~l/J, between x(t) and y(t). The loop is considered
"locked" if ~l/J is constant with time, a result of which is that the input and output frequencies are equal.

x(t) Phase
Detector

Low-Pass
Filter

veo t--+~y(t)

Fig. 11 Basic phase-locked loop.

In the locked condition, all the signals in the loop have reached a steady state and the PLL operates as follows. The
phase detector produces an output whose dc value is proportional to ~l/J. The low-pass filter suppresses high-frequency
components in the PO output, allowing the dc value to control the veo frequency. The veo then oscillates at a frequency
equal to the input frequency and with a phase difference equal to ~l/J. Thus, the LPF generates the proper control voltage
for the Yeo.

It is instructive to examine the signals at various points in a PLL. Figure 12 shows a typical example. The input and
output have equal frequencies but a finite phase difference, and the PD generates pulses whose widths are equal to the time
difference between zero crossings of the input and output. These pulses are low-pass filtered to produce the de voltage that
sustains the veo oscillation at the required frequency. As mentioned in Section 3.2, this voltage does not by itself determine
the output phase. The veo phase can be regarded as an initial condition of the system, independent of the initial conditions
in the LPF.

x(t)

y(t)

PO
Output

LPF K
Output ·_··~:Dt..

t Fig. 12 Waveforms in a PLL.

Let us now study, qualitatively, the response of a PLL that is locked for t < to and experiences a small, positive
frequency step at the input at t = to (Fig. 13). (For illustration purposes, the frequency step in this figure is only a few

6
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percent.) We note that because the input frequency, Win, is momentarily greater than the output frequency, WoUh x(t)
accumulates phase faster than does y(t) and the PO generates increasingly wider pulses. Each of these pulses creates an
increasingly higher de voltage at the output of the LPF, thereby increasing the veo frequency. As the difference between
Win and Wout diminishes, the width of the phase comparison pulses decreases, eventually returning to slightly greater than its
value before t = to.

x(t)

y{t)

PO
Output

LPF
Output

Fig. 13 Response of a PLL to a small frequency step.

The above analysis provides insight into the "tracking" capabilities of a PLL. If the input frequency changes slowly,
its variation can be viewed as a succession of small narrow steps, during each of which the PLL behaves as in Figure 13.

It is important to note that in the above example the loop locks only after two conditions are satisfied: 1) Wout has
become equal to Win, and 2) the difference between (j>in and (j>out has settled to its proper value [1]. If the two frequencies
become equal at a point in time but ~(j> does not establish the required control voltage for the YeO, the loop must continue
the transient, temporarily making the frequencies unequal again. In other words, both "frequency acquisition" and "phase
acquisition" must be completed. This is, of course, to be expected because for lock to occur again, all the initial conditions
of the system, including the veo output phase, must be updated.

If the input to a PLL has a constant excess phase, i.e., is strictly periodic, but the input/output phase error, ~l/J, varies
with time, we say the loop is "unlocked," an undesirable state because the output does not track the input or the relationship
between the input and output is too complex to be useful. For example, if Win is sufficiently far from the YeO's free-running
frequency, the loop may never lock. While the behavior of a PLL in the unlocked state is not important per se, whether and
how it enters the locked state are both critical issues. Acquisition of lock is explained in Section 4.4.

Before studying PLLs in more detail, we make three important observations. First, because a PLL is a system with
"memory," its output requires a finite time to respond to a change at its input, mandating a good understanding of the loop
dynamics. Second, in a PLL, unlike many other feedback systems, the variable of interest changes dimension around the
loop: it is converted from phase to voltage (or current) by the phase detector, processed by the LPF as such, and converted
back to phase by the Yeo. Third, in the lock condition, the input and output frequencies are exactly equal, regardless of the
magnitude of the loop gain (although the phase error may not be zero). This is an extremely important property because
many applications are intolerant of even small (systematic) differences between the input and output frequencies. Note that
if the phase detector is replaced with only a frequency detector, this property vanishes.

"While a PLL operates on phase, in many cases the parameter of interest is frequency. For example, we often need
to know the response of the loop if 1) the input frequency is varied slowly, 2) the input frequency is varied rapidly, or 3)
the input and output frequencies are not equal when the PLL is turned on. Therefore, the phase detector characteristic for
unequal input frequencies plays an important role in the behavior of a phase-locked loop.

4.2 Loop Dynamics in Locked State
Transient response of phase-locked loops is generally a nonlinear process that cannot be formulated easily. Never

theless, as with other feedback systems, a linear approximation can be used to gain intuition and understand trade-offs in
PLL design.

Figure 14 shows a linear model of the PLL in lock along with the transfer function of each block. The model is to
provide the overall transfer function for the phase, <I>out (s) / <I> in (s); hence, the PD is represented by a subtractor. The LPF is
assumed to have a voltage transfer function GLPF(S). The open-loop transfer function of the PLL is therefore equal to

Kvco
Ho(s) = KpOGLPF(S)-- (17)

S

7
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yielding the following closed-loop transfer function:

H(s) = <l>out(s)
<l>in (s)

(18)

=
KpoKycOGLPF(S)

S + KpoKycOGLPF(S)

In its simplest form, a low-pass filter is implemented as in Figure 15, with

1
s

1+
WLPF

(19)

(20)

where WLPF = 1/(RC). Equation (19) then reduces to:

(21)
KpoKyco

H(s) = -s2-----

-- + S + KpoKyco
WLPF

indicating that the system is of second order, with one pole contributed by the veo and another by the LPF. The quantity
K = KpoKyco is called the loop gain and expressed in rad/s.

<Il ln

PO
r+····················~. : KvCO

s

Fig. 14 Linear model of a PLL.

Fig. 15 Simple low-pass filter.

In order to understand the dynamic behavior of the PLL, we convert the denominator of Eq. (21) to the familiar form
used in control theory: s2 +2swn s +w~' where sis the damping factor and Wn is the natural frequency of the system.' Thus,

(22)

where

W n = JWLPFK (23)

~ = !JWLPF (24)
2 K

Note that W n is the geometric mean of the -3-dB bandwidth of the LPF and the loop gain, in a sense an indication of the
gain-bandwidth product of the loop. Also, the damping factor is inversely proportional to the loop gain, an important and
often undesirable trade-off that will be discussed.

In a well-designed second-order system, S is usually greater than 0.5 and preferably equal to -Ji/2 so as to provide
an optimally flat frequency response. Therefore, K and WLPF cannot be chosen independently; for example, if s = -Ji/2,
then K = WLPF/2. As explained in Sections 4.8 and 7.1, sideband or noise suppression issues typically impose an upper
bound on l'.VLPF and hence K. These limitations translate to significant phase error between the input and the output as well
as a narrow capture range (Section 4.4).

The transfer function in Eq. (22) is that of a low-pass filter, suggesting that if the input excess phase varies slowly, then
the output excess phase follows, and conversely, if the input excess phase varies rapidly, the output excess phase variation

3In a simple PLL, W n has no relation with the input and output frequencies.
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will be small. In particular, if S --+ 0, we note that H (s) ~ 1; i.e., a static phase shift at the input is transferred to the output
unchanged. This is because for phase quantities, the presence of integration in the veo makes the open-loop gain approach
infinity as s ~ O. To this end, we can examine the "phase error transfer function," defined as Be(s) = <l>e(S)/<I>in(S) in
Figure 14:

He(s) = 1 - R(s) (25)

S2 + 2~lJ)ns
=------

s2 + 2~ lJ)nS + w;
(26)

which drops to zero as s --+ o.
Since phase and frequency are related by a linear, time-invariant operation, the transfer functions in Eqs. (22) and

(26) also apply to the input and output excess frequencies. For example, Eq. (22) indicates that if the input frequency varies
rapidly, the instantaneous variation of the output frequency will be small.

It is instructive to repeat our previous analysis of the loop step response (Fig. 13) with the aid ofEq. (22). Suppose the
input excess frequency is equal to !i.wu(t), where u(t) is the unit step function. The output excess frequency then exhibits
the typical step response of a second-order system, eventually settling to !i.w rad/s higher than its initial value (Fig. 16). The
output excess phase, on the other hand, is given by

ct>out(s) = H(S)<I>in(S) (27)

w~ !i.w
=------

s2 + 2~wns + w;-;2

which is the response of a second-order system to a ramp input. More importantly, the phase error is

ct>e(s) = He(s ) <t>in (s)

(28)

(29)

S2 + 2~wns !i.w
=

s2 + 2~wns + w; s2
(30)

whose final value is given by

¢e(t = 00) = lim slPe(s)
s--.o

2~
= !i.w

W n

(31)

(32)

(33)= K
Therefore, static changes in the input frequency are suppressed by a factor of K when they manifest themselves in the static
phase error (Fig. 16). This is, of course, to be expected because for the veo frequency to change by So»; the control voltage
must change by !i.w/Kvco and the input to the PD by !i.w/(KvCOKpD).

minJ r~O)

t Fig. 16 Response of a PLL to a frequency step.

An important drawback of the PLL considered thus far is the direct relationship between ~, WLPF, and K given by
Eq. (24). For example, if the loop gain is increased to reduce the static phase error, then the settling behavior degrades. In
order to allow independent choice of K and lJJLPF, a zero can be added to the low-pass filter as shown in Figure 17, modifying
its transfer function to the following:

(34)

9
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Thus, the PLL transfer function is

H(s) = ---~----

x», (~z + 1)
= ----------
s2+Wp(~+1)S+KWp

where W z = 1/(R2C) and wp = 1/[(R1 + R2)C]. The damping factor is then equal to:

S = ~ rw; (K + 1)2'/ K W z

(35)

(36)

(37)

subject to the constraint W z > wp • As an example, if ~ = v'2/2, then with W z = 00, the open-loop gain is K = wp / 2, but
with W z.~ 4.57wp , K = 32wp •

R XiU1
0 tT, Ie

0

V'n iR2

.,'\. VoutT
Fig. 17 LPF with a zero.0 . 0

Note, however, that adding a zero to increase K has two side effects: 1) the -3-dB bandwidth of the system (roughly
equal to W n = JK wp for ~ = v'2/2) also increases, a trend that is desirable in some applications and undesirable in others;
2) the LPF attenuation of high-frequency signals is only R2/(R1 + R2), usually a troublesome drawback. To alleviate the
latter effect, a second capacitor can be connected from node X in Figure 17 to ground so as to provide another pole beyond
the zero (with some penalty in the settling time). (Because of the additional pole and zero, the optimum value of ~ may no
longer be v'2/2.)

In our discussion of PLLs thus far, we have assumed the feedback in the loop is negative. Interestingly, if the phase
detector is realized with a multiplier, the polarity of feedback is unimportant. This is because the sinusoidal characteristic
of the PO provides both negative and positive gains, allowing the loop to find a stable operating point by varying 6.4>. As
illustrated in Figure 18, if 6.4> begins around +11'/2 and the feedback happens to be positive, the veo frequency' changes,
driving 6.l/J.toward +311'/2 or -1r/2, where the PO gain has reverse polarity and the feedback is negative.

Vout

Fig. 18 Phase variation to provide negative feedback.

4.3 Tracking Behavior
The example of Figure 16 illustrates how a PLL can track the input frequency, indicating that in lock the input and

output frequencies are equal but the phase error may not be zero. The natural question at this point is: How far can the
PLL track the input frequency, i.e., what determines the "tracking range'" of th~ PLL? To answer this question, we consider
two extreme cases: 1) the input frequency varies slowly (static tracking), and 2) the input frequency is changed abruptly
(dynamic tracking). We will see that the tracking behavior is distinctly different in the two cases.

Suppose, starting from the veo free-running frequency, the input frequency varies slowly such that the difference
between Win and Wout always remains much less than WI..,PF (or (J)p if the LPF contains a zero). Then, to allow tracking, the
magnitude of the veo control voltage, and hence the static phase error, must increase (Fig. 19). The PLL tracks as long as

4Also called the lock range.
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the three parameters plotted in Figure 19 vary monotonically. In other words, the edge of the tracking range is reached at
the point where the slope of one of the characteristics falls to zero or changes sign. This can occur only in the PD or the
YCO (provided the LPF components are linear). Depicted in Figure 20 are examples of such behavior. The veo frequency
typically has a limited range, out of which its gain drops sharply. Also, in a typical phase detector, the characteristic becomes
nonmonotonic for a sufficiently large input phase difference, at which point the PLL fails to maintain lock.

Phase
Error

Average
PO

Output

cI>e

o Veont Fig. 19 Variationof parameters during tracking.

veo
Frequency

o Veont

Average
PO

Output

Fig. 20 Gain reduction in PD and veo.

For a multiplier-type PD, as explained in Section 3.3, the gain, KpD, changes sign if the input phase difference deviates
from its center value by more than 90° (Fig. 10). Thus, the YCO output frequency can deviate from its free-running value
by no more than

D.Wtr = KpD (sin i) Kveo (38)

Therefore, the static tracking range of a PLL employing a sinusoidal PD is the smaller of K and half of the veo output
frequency range.

Now let us study the tracking behavior of PLLs when the input frequency is changed abruptly. Suppose the input
frequency of a PLL that is initially operating at Win = Wout = lVFR is stepped by ~W. What is the maximum /).lJ) for which
the loop locks again? Can ~W be as large as ~Wtr in the case of static tracking [Eq. (38)]?

To answer these questions, we first make an important observation. Strictly speaking, we note that for any input
frequency step at its input, a PLL loses lock, at least momentarily. This is evident from the simplified analysis in Figure 13,
where the loop requires a number of cycles to stabilize. During these cycles, the input-output phase difference varies, and
the PLL can be considered unlocked. (Nevertheless, for small 6.w, the loop locks quickly, and the transient can be viewed
as one of tracking rather than locking.)

The key point resulting from the above observation is that the following two situations are similar: 1) a loop initially
locked at lVFR experiences a large input frequency step, ~w; and 2) a loop initially unlocked and free running (WOOl = lJJFR)
must lock onto an input frequency given by IWin - WFR I = 6.w. In both cases, the loop must acquire lock.

11
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4.4 Acquisition ofLock
The second case mentioned above occurs, for example, when a PLL is turned on. If the initial conditions in the LPF

are zero, the VCO begins to oscillate at Wf'R, whereas the input is at a different frequency, WFR + 6.w. The "acquisition range"
(also called the capture range) is the maximum value of 6.w for which the loop locks. To understand how a PLL acquires
lock, we study the response from two different perspectives, namely, in the frequency and time domains. For simplicity, we
make the following assumptions: a) the PD is implemented with a multiplier; b) Win is within the VCO frequency range; c)
the sum component at the output of the mixer [the first term in Eq. (14)] is attenuated by the LPF to negligible levels; d) the
VCO output frequency increases as its control voltage becomes more positive.

Consider the PLL shown in Figure 21, where initially Win = WfR + 6.w and Waut = WFR. We begin with the top two
spectra and follow the signals around the loop. At first glance, it may seem that, because Win i= WOUh the average output of
the PD is zero and the loop cannot be driven toward lock. The important point, however, is that the LPF does not completely
suppress the component at Win - Waut = 6.W. Thus, the VCO control voltage, VA, varies at a rate equal to 6.w, thereby
modulating the output frequency:

Vout(t) = A cos [WFRt + Kvco f Am COS(tiwt)dt]

[
Kvco. ]= A cos CtJFRt + 6.w Am sln(6.wt)

A Kvco A· . (A )
~ COS WFRt - -- m SIn WFRt SIn uwt

6.w

where we have assumed KVCOAm / 6.w « 1. As a result, the VCO output, VB,exhibits sidebands at WpR ± 6.w in addition to
the main component at WFR. When the PD multiplies the sideband at WFR + 6.w by Win, a de component appears at node A
(Fig. 21), adjusting the VCO frequency toward lock [1]. The de component may need to grow over a number of beat cycles
before lock is achieved.

C01n=COFR+ .1.co ~ coout

Input tI
~

0 roFR+~ro ro

B tI •0 roFR ro

A ~ ~

0 ~ro eo

B

~I
~

0 ro
COFR- L\ro roFR+ L\ro

A

Fig. 21 Acquisition behavior in frequency domain.

From the above example, we note that the acquisition range depends on how much the LPF passes the component
at 8.w and how strong the feedback dc component is, i.e., the acquisition range is a direct function of the loop gain at 6.w.
In other words, because the loop gain of a simple PLL drops as the difference between the input frequency and the veo
frequency increases, the acquisition range cannot be arbitrarily wide.
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A second approach to analyzing the acquisition behavior is in the time domain. First, suppose the loop is opened at
the veo output and the feedback signal is replaced by a source oscillating at WFR (Fig. 22a) [2]. The output of the LPF
is then a sinusoid at Win - WFR. As the sinusoid instantaneous amplitude increases, so does the VCO frequency and vice
versa. Consequently, the difference between Win and Wout reaches a maximum when the sinusoid is at a positive peak and
a minimum when the sinusoid is at a negative peak. (This is simply the modulation phenomenon of Fig. 21 described in
the time domain.) Now, if the loop is closed, the feedback signal has a time-varying frequency. When the LPF output goes
through a positive excursion, Wout approaches Win and the beat period increases. Conversely, when the LPF output becomes
negative, Wout moves away from Win and the beat period decreases. Shown in Fig. 22b, the resulting waveform at the LPF
output exhibits longer positive cycles than negative ones, thus carrying a positive dc component and gradually shifting the
average value of Wout closer to Win.

rA·..i\--·A·..A·......~··l
~ V \TVVt ~.....................\ .

r·····································~

-: ~ t ~........................................
(a)

fiV'i\i\...·...~.. ·~
: V V V :: t :. ...................... \ .

Win=ooFR+ 600 OOout

(b)

Fig. 22 Acquisition behavior in time domain.

The above time-domain analysis reveals two important points. First, if Win is sufficiently close to lVfR, frequency
acquisition is achieved at the first proper peak of the beat waveform (Fig. 23a). In this case, we say the PLL has locked with
no "cycle slips." Second, if Win is sufficiently far from WfR, the beat waveform has little asymmetry and hence not enough
de voltage to drive the loop toward lock (Fig. 23b).

(a)

Olout

Olin •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

(OFR··_

(b) Fig.23 (a) Capture with no cycle clips; (b) capture failure.

Figure 24 illustrates the simulated acquisition behavior of a I-GHz PLL. Plotted here is the control voltage of the
veo as a function of time, exhibiting several cycle slips before the loop enters small-signal settling. While it is difficult to
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see in this figure, the peak of the beat cycles gradually becomes more positive and the period of each cycle slightly increases
as the average value of Woot comes closer to Win' Note, however, that cycle slips are observed only if Win is very close to the
edge of the acquisition range.l Also, the number of cycle slips depends on the loop's initial conditions, i.e., those in the LPF
as well as the initial phase of the Yeo.
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~
~.f 0.5

~
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o

-0.5

-1.0 ~ ......" ---.....
o ~ ~ ~ ~ 1001~1~1~1~~

Time (ns) Fig. 24 Simulated capture behavior.

(44)

(45)

(43)

(42)

Acquisition range is a critical parameter because 1) it trades directly with the loop bandwidth; i.e., if an application
requires a small loop bandwidth, the acquisition range will be proportionally small; 2) it determines the maximum fre
quency variation in the input or the veo that can be accommodated. In monolithic implementations, the yeO free-running
frequency can vary substantially with temperature and process, thereby requiring a wide acquisition range even if the input
frequency is tightly controlled.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to calculate the acquisition range of PLLs analytically. To gain a better feeling about the
limits, we consider a simplified case where the LPF output signal can be approximated as [2]

VLPP(t) = K po IGLPP(j ~w)1 sin(~wt)

This signal modulates the veo frequency, causing a maximum deviation of

(WOUl - wFR)lmax = KpDKvcoIGLPF(j~w)1

As shown in Figure 23, if this deviation is equal to or greater than ~w, then the loop locks without cycle slips [3]:

~Wacq = KpoKvcoIGLPF(j~w)1

With GLPP(S) known, ~W can be calculated from this equation. For a simple low-pass filter:

R
1/2

~w = [wlPF (-1 + 1+ _1)]
acq 2 4~4

which reduces to ~Wacq ~ O.46ltJLPF if ~ = .J2/2.
The above derivation actually underestimates the capture range. This is because as Win is brought closer to WFR, the

"average" frequency ofthe veo also departs from lVFR and comes closer to Win [4]. Thus, in the vicinity of lock, the difference
between Win and Wvco is small and the LPF attenuation predicted by Eq. (42) too large. A more accurate expression is given
in [5].

Most modem phase-locked systems incorporate additional means of frequency acquisition to significantly increase
the capture range, often removing its dependence on K and WLPF and achieving limits equal to those of the Yeo. This is
discussed below.

4.5 Acquisition Time
The acquisition and settling times of PLLs are important in many applications. For example, if a PLL is used at the

clock interface of a microprocessor (Fig. 2) and the system is powered down freqyently to save energy, it becomes critical
to know how long the system must remain idle after it is turned on to allow adequate phase alignment between the external
and internal clocks. As another example, when a frequency synthesizer used in a wireless transceiver is switched to change
its output frequency, the resulting loop transient causes "frequency spreading," in effect leaking noise into other channels.
Furthermore, because channel spacing in such an environment is typically several orders of magnitude smaller than the veo
frequency range, precise settling of the loop (e.g., a few parts per million) is required.

SOr if the input is heavily corrupted by noise [1].
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For a simple second-order system with ~ < 1, the step response is expressed as

y(t) = [1 + neXP(-SlLlnt) x sin (lLln~t -lfr)] u(t)

where 1/1 = sin-1~. Thus, the decay time constant is

1
't'dec =

~wn

2
=

(46)

(47)

(48)
l.VLPF

and the frequency of ringing equalsWn~. For a frequency step at the PLL input, Eq. (46) can be used to calculate the
time required for the output frequency to settle within a given error band around its final value.

Note that Eq. (46) assumes a linear system. In practice, nonlinearities in KpD and Kvco result in somewhat different
settling characteristics, and simulations must be used to predict the lock time accurately. Nonetheless, this equation provides
an initial guess that proves useful in early phases of the design.

4.6 Aided Acquisition
The acquisition behavior in Figure 23 and formulated by Eq. (45) indicates that the capture range of a simple,

optimally stable phase-locked loop is roughly equal to O.5WLPF, regardless of the magnitude of K. Since issues such as jitter
and sideband suppression impose an upper bound on WLPF, the resulting capture range is often inadequate. Therefore, most
practical PLLs employ additional techniques to aid the acquisition of frequency.

Shown in Figure 25 is a conceptual diagram of a PLL with aided frequency acquisition. Here, the system utilizes a
frequency detector (FD) and a second low-pass filter, LPF2 , whose output is added to that of LPF1• The FD produces an
output having a de value proportional to and with the same polarity as Win - Wout. If the difference between Win and Wout is
large, the PO output has a negligible de component and the veo is driven by the de output of the FO with negative feedback,
thereby moving Wout toward Win. As tWin - woutl drops, the de output of the FD decreases, whereas that of the PO increases.
Thus, the frequency detection loop gradually relinquishes the acquisition to the phase-locked loop, becoming inactive when
Win - Wout = O.

OlOUl

Fig. 25 Aided acquisition with a frequency detector.

It is important to note that in a frequency detection loop, the loop gain is relatively constant, independent of IWin - woutl,

whereas in a simple phase-locked loop it drops if tWin - woutl exceeds WLpp. For this reason, aided acquisition using FOs can
substantially increase the capture range.

The configuration of Figure 25 is greatly simplified if a single circuit can perform both frequency and phase detection.
This is discussed in Section 5.2.

4.7 Higher Order Loops
The generic phase-locked loop considered thus far is of second order. In principle, the low-pass filter can include

more poles to achieve sharper cut-off characteristics, a desirable property in many applications. However, such systems
are difficult to stabilize, especially when process and temperature variations are taken into account. On the other hand, in
many cases the pLL inevitably has a third pole, for example, if a capacitor is connected in parallel with the LPF output port
(Fig. 17) to suppress high frequencies. Thus, most practical PLLs can be considered as third-order topologies with the third
pole being much farther from the origin than the other two.

4.8 Frequency Multiplication
Phase-locked loops are often used in applications where the output frequency must be a multiple of the input frequency.

The design problem illustrated in Figure 2, for example, sets an upper bound on the external clock frequency because of
signal distribution issues on PC boards, but it also requires higher internal clock frequencies for the processor.
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A PLL can "amplify" a frequency in the same fashion as does a feedback amplifier. As shown in Figure 26a, to
amplify the input, the output signal is divided down before it is fed back. Since the output quantity of interest in a PLL is
the frequency, a frequency divider (e.g., a digital counter) must be inserted in the feedback loop (Fig. 26b). From another
perspective, when the loop is locked, WF = Win, and hence Woot = MWin.6

~......-oVout

(a)

........~~roout

(b) Fig.26 Signal "amplification" in (a) a feedback amplifier; (b) a PLL.

The analogy depicted in Figure 26 also proves useful in studying the effect of the -7- M circuit upon the PLL behavior.
As with the feedback amplifier, the loop gain is divided by M and hence the results of all of the previous static and dynamic
analyses can be directly applied if K is replaced by KIM. Before examining the consequences of this change, we need to
make an important observation.

Consider the system shown in Figure 26b with the phase detector implemented as a multiplier. When the loop is
locked, the PD output consists of two components: one at Win - Woutl M = 0 and another at Win +Wout/M = 2Win. Since the
LPF has a finite stopband attenuation, the veo control voltage contains a frequency component at 2Win, thereby modulating
the output frequency and creating sidebands at MWin'±2win. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the effect of these sidebands in the
time domain can be viewed as jitter for most practical purposes. Furthermore, in applications such as wireless transceivers,
the sidebands must be several orders of magnitude smaller than the carrier. Thus, lULPF must be chosen so as to sufficiently
attenuate the component at 2Win. In other words, for a given Wout, higher division ratios translate into lower l'ULPF. For
simplicity, we assume the LPF cut-off frequency scales inversely with M.

With a divider in the loop and a fixed WOUh the damping factor is:

r _ ~/WLPF/M (49)
~ - 2 KIM

= ~J~F (50)

and the natural frequency:

W n =J~ ~F (51)

1= MJKWLPF (52)

It follows from Eq. (52) that the settling is slowed down by a factor M.
It is interesting to note that frequency multiplication in Figure 26 also amplifies the input jitter. For example, jitter

frequencies below the -3-dB bandwidth of the PLL are amplified by a factor M.

4.9 Delay-Locked Loops
A close relative of phase-locked loops is the delay-locked loop (DLL) [6, 7]. Shown in Figure 27a, a DLL replaces

the veo of a PLL with a voltage-controlled delay line (VCDL). The idea is that if a periodic input is delayed by an integer

6While the feedback amplifier suffers from gain error (due to the finite open-loop gain of the op amp), the PLL exhibits no such behavior. We leave the
explanation as an exercise for the reader.
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multiple of the period, Tin, then its phase shift can be considered zero. Thus, the phase detector drives the loop so that the
phase difference between Vin and Vout approaches n1in, where n is an integer (in most cases equal to unity). Note that the
polarity of feedback must be negative.

The VCDL usually consists of a cascade of k identical gain stages with variable delay, as shown in simple form in
Figure 27b. (Most of the VCO design issues described in Section 5.1 apply to VCDLs as well.) Note that, unlike oscillators,
delay lines do not generate a signal, making it difficult to perform frequency multiplication in a DLL.

r-----------II~ Voltage-Controlled Vout
Delay Line

LPF

(a)

V1no--f'>--..l>- "'~VOUI
Delay~ ~

Control
(b)

Fig.27 (a) DLL block diagram; (b) delay line.

In addition to phase alignment, DLLs can provide precisely spaced timing edges even in the presence of temperature
and process variations. To understand this, note that in Figure 27b, the delay between Yin and Vout is equal to nTin when
lock is achieved. Therefore, output signals of consecutive stages exhibit a phase difference of nTin/ k, a value independent
of device parameters. In practice, mismatches between stages limit the edge delay accuracy.

DLLs have two important advantages over PLLs. First, because the delay line has no "memory," its transfer function is
a constant, thereby yielding afirst-order open-loop transfer function for the entire system (for a first-order LPF). Consequently,
DLLs have much more relaxed trade-offs among gain, bandwidth, and stability. Second, delay lines typically introduce much
less jitter than oscillators. Intuitively, this is because delaying a signal entails much less uncertainty than generating it. From
another point of view, noise injected into a DLL disappears at the end of the delay line, whereas it is recirculated in an
oscillator [8].

As DLLs can lock with a total delay of n'Is«. some means must be provided to obtain the desired n. For n = 1, the
maximum delay of the VeDL must remain less than 211n [7].

5. BUILDING BLOCKS OF PLLs

While the generic PLL architectures of Figures 11 and 25 have been extensively used with little modification, their building
blocks have been implemented in many different forms. Innovations in the design of these building blocks have tremendously
improved the speed, power dissipation, jitter, and capture range of phase-locked systems. In this section, we describe the
design of voltage-controlled oscillators, phase and frequency detectors, and charge pumps.

5.1 Voltage-Controlled Oscillators
Perhaps the most critical part of PLLs and CRCs, oscillators have been the subject of numerous studies for more

than half a century [9, 10], still defying an exact analysis. Most of these analyses have considered only "nearly sinusoidal"
oscillations in conventional topologies (such as LC-based circuits), conditions difficult to create in monolithic circuits. For
this reason, before our knowledge in this area advances sufficiently, we must rely on simulations to predict various parameters
of oscillators (as far as simulations can go).

For a veo that is to be used in a PLL, the following parameters are important. 1) Tuning range: Le., the range
between the minimum and maximum values of the VCO frequency. In this range, the variation of the output amplitude
and jitter must be minimal. The tuning range must accommodate the PLL input frequency range as well as process- and
temperature-induced variations in the veo frequency range. The tuning range is typically at least ±20%WFR. 2) Jitter and
phase noise: timing accuracy and spectral purity requirements in PLL applications impose an upper bound on the veo jitter
and phase noise. 3) Supply and substrate noise rejection: if integrated along with digital circuits, VCOs must be highly
immune to supply and substrate noise. In the architecture of Fig. 26b, for example, the frequency divider can corrupt the
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veo output by injecting noise into the common substrate. Such effects become more prominent if a PLL shares the same
substrate and package with a large digital processor. 4) Input/output characteristic linearity: variation of Kveo across the
tuning range is generally undesirable. If a PLL is used as an FM demodulator, the variation of Kveo introduces harmonic
distortion in the detected signal and must be below 1%. In other applications, this nonlinearity degrades the loop stability
but it can be as high as several tens of percent.

Before describing veo topologies, we must explain an extremely important point: in order to achieve high rejection
of supply and substrate noise, both the signal path and the control path of a VCO must be fully differential. We also note that
an oscillator in which signals exist in complementary form but have rail-to-rail swings is not considered differential because
it exhibits poor supply rejection. Differential operation also yields a 50% duty cycle, an important requirement in timing
applications, and is immune to the up-conversion of low-frequency noise components in the signal path [11].

A common oscillator topology in monolithic PLLs is the ring oscillator, shown in Figure 28. Here, a cascade of M
gain stages with a total (de) phase shift of 1800 is placed in a feedback loop. It can be easily shown that the loop oscillates
with a period equal to 2MTd, where Td is the delay of each stage with a fanout of one. The oscillation can also be viewed as
occurring at the frequency for which the total phase shift is zero and the loop gain is unity. Since in a typical IC technology the
gate delay is monitored and controlled within the process comers, the oscillator frequency and its variation can be predicted
with reasonable accuracy.

...=t>J
(Odd number of Inversions) Fig. 28 Ring oscillator.

The gain stages in a ring oscillator can be implemented in various forms, some of which are shown in Figure 29. Note
that with the differential pairs of Figures 29b and c, the number of stages in the ring need not be odd; the total phase shift
can be changed by 1800 if the output signals of one of the stages are swapped. With an even number of stages, the oscillator
can provide quadrature outputs, i.e., outputs that are 90° out of phase.

w__---4I---o
Vout

(a) (b)

-.....-.....-vcc

_----11---0 Vout

(c) Fig. 29 Simple gain stages.

In order to vary the frequency of oscillation, one of the parameters in 2MTd must change, i.e., the effective number
of stages or the delay of each stage. The resulting techniques are conceptually illustrated in Figure 30. In the first approach,
called "delay interpolation," a fast path and a slow path are used in parallel [12, 13]. The total delay is adjusted by increasing
the gain of one path and decreasing that of the other, and hence is a weighted sum of the delays of the two paths. In the
second approach, the delay of each stage in the ring is directly varied with negligible change in the gain or voltage swings.
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(b) Fig. 30 Frequency variation techniques.

A simple implementation of delay interpolation is shown in Figure 31. The pair Q1- Q2 constitutes the fast path and
the pairs Q3-Q4 and QS-Q6, the slow path. The control input, Vconh determines the gain of each path by steering lEE from
one to the other. The same topology can be used with CMOS devices .

........- ...... Vcc

V out.-----4....-...---.--0

Vln
00--1--.-------+---+---'

Fig. 31 Delay interpolation in a bipolar Yeo.

In Figure 30b, the delay of each stage is tuned by the control input. This can be accomplished by varying the
capacitance or the resistance seen at the output node of each stage. We first consider "capacitive tuning" to explain its
drawbacks and lead to "resistive tuning" as the superior technique.

In order to vary the effective capacitance seen at a node, one of the two methods depicted in Figure 32 can be used.
In Figure 32a, a voltage-dependent capacitor, for example, a reverse-biased pn junction diode, loads node X, and its value
is adjusted by Vcont - The drawback is that the minimum value of C1 (usually determined by the maximum range of Vcont )

still loads the circuit, limiting the maximum frequency of operation. In Figure 32b, C1 is constant but a MOS device, M 1,

operates as a voltage-dependent resistor, thereby varying the "effective" capacitance seen at node X. The difficulty here is
that Kveo can experience substantial variation, especially if a wide tuning range is required. Additionally, both techniques
use a single-ended control and are therefore susceptible to common-mode noise.

In contrast to capacitive tuning, resistive tuning provides a large, relatively uniform frequency variation and lends
itself to differential control. Nonetheless, in addition to the effective load resistance, some other parameters of each stage
must also be varied so that the voltage swings and/or the (de) voltage gain remain relatively constant. To understand this
issue, consider the gain stages shown in Figure 33. In Figure 33a, the load devices are biased in the triode region and their
on-resistance is adjusted by Vcont - As Vcont decreases, the delay of the stage drops because the time constant at the output
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(b) Fig. 32 Capacitive tuning.

nodes decreases. Note that the small-signal gain also decreases. The variable voltage swings present a non-optimal solution:
when they are small, the signals are more corrupted by jitter, and when they are large, they require a higher supply voltage
so as to preserve differential operation. Moreover, as the gain of each stage drops, the circuit eventually fails to oscillate
because the total gain around the ring at the frequency of oscillation falls below unity. This is particularly problematic in
CMOS oscillators if they employ a small number of stages and a low gain in each stage to achieve a high speed.

Vout___..----..1----0

(a)

.......,...........,......Ycc

Yout___~~-o

(b)

Vout...--+---o

(c) Fig. 33 Resistive tuning.

In Figure 33b, on the other hand, as Vcont adjusts the tail current, the small-signal impedance of the load devices varies
accordingly, but the voltage gain remains relatively constant. Thus, the circuit may seem to be appropriate for a veo stage.
However, the large-signal output voltage swings still depend on the current because ID = J-LpCox W(VGs - VTHP)

2 j(2L).
It is also important to understand why a configuration such as that in Figure 33c is a poor choice for a variable-delay

stage. Since the time constant at the collector of the bipolar transistors does not directly depend on the tail current, the tuning
range of an oscillator employing this stage is very small. (In reality, the input capacitance of each stage increases with the
tail current, but the time for which each stage is on decreases. Thus, the "average" input capacitance remains relatively
constant.)

Another approach to varying the delay of the stages in a ring oscillator is to vary the effective resistance using local
positive feedback. Feasible in both bipolar and CMOS technologies, this method is illustrated in a CMOS circuit in Figure 34.
Here, the cross-coupled pair Ms-M6 introduces a negative average resistance equal to -2/gm, where gm denotes the average
transconductance of Ms and M6. This resistance partially cancels that seen at the drain of M3 and M4, increasing the effective
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output impedance and hence the delay. The key point is that the total current flowing from M3 and M4' and thus the voltage
swings at X and Y remain constant as Vcont steers Iss between Mt-M2 and Ms-M6.

Fig. 34 Delay variation using local positive feedback.

In designing the circuit of Figure 34, two issues must be borne in mind. First, to avoid latch-up, the transconductance
of Ms-M6 must be less than that of M3-M4, a condition met if the latter devices are wider than the former and all four have
equal lengths. Second, to ensure steady oscillations, the input pair, Mt-M2, must have an additional constant bias current so
that the stage has adequate gain even if a PLL transient steers all of Iss to Ms-M6.

While providing at least a two-to-one frequency range, this topology cannot operate from a 3-V supply if implemented
in standard CMOS technology. This is due to the large gate-source voltages (including the body effect) of the stacked
transistors. Figure 35 shows how two modifications can reduce the minimum supply voltage to approximately 2.5 V. First,
the diode-connected PMOS loads are replaced with a composite PMOS/NMOS structure that exhibits approximately the
same impedance but consumes less voltage headroom owing to the level shift provided by the NMOS source follower.
Second, the control path is implemented as a folded PMOS stage to avoid stacking.

f-e
""---t-_-+-_Vcont

Fig. 35 Low-voltage variable-delay gain stage.

In bipolar technology, in addition to delay interpolation and local positive feedback, other techniques can be used to
achieve a wide tuning range [14, 15].

An important issue in ring oscillator design is the minimum number of stages that can be used while attaining reliable
operation. Since oscillation occurs at a frequency for which the total phase shift is zero and the loop gain is unity, as the
number ofstages decreases, the required phase shift and (de) gain per stage increase. For example, for a three-stage oscillator,
each stage must introduce a phase shift of 1200 and a minimum de gain of 2 [11]. While two-stage bipolar oscillators can
be designed to achieve both sufficient phase shift and high speed [14, 15], simulations show that CMOS implementations
with only two stages either do not operate reliably or, if they employ additional phase shift elements, oscillate no faster than
three-stage configurations. Thus, CMOS veos typically utilize three or more stages.

5.2 Phase and Frequency Detectors
The PLL analysis in Section 4 indicates that many parameters of phase-locked systems, including tracking range,

acquisition range, loop gain, and transient response depend on the properties of the phase and frequency detectors employed
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in such systems. Of particular interest are the following properties: 1) what is the input-phase difference range for which
the characteristic is monotonic? 2) What is the response to unequal input frequencies? 3) How do the input amplitude and
duty cycle affect the characteristic?

Gilbert Cell. A "combinational" phase detector often used in PLLs is the Gilbert cell (Fig. 36). For small signals
applied to ports A and B, the circuit operates as an analog multiplier, with an average output given by Eq. (15). Note that as
11c/J departs from 90°, the slope of cos 11c/J and, hence, the equivalent K pD decrease. For Wi # W2, the average output is zero;
i.e., the circuit cannot be used as a frequency detector. Also, K pD is a function of A and B, an undesirable attribute because
a PLL employing such a phase detector exhibits amplitude-dependent static and dynamic behavior.

.....----.-pIIIVcc

A

Fig. 36 Gilbert cell PD.

In the Gilbert cell of Figure 36, if the input signal amplitudes are much greater than kT / q, then all three differential
pairs experience full switching and the circuit operates as an exclusive OR (XOR) gate. In this case, we consider the input
waveforms to be triangular and examine the average output as the input phase difference varies (Fig. 37). If the two inputs are
90° out of phase (Fig. 37a), the output is a square wave with zero de, As the phase difference deviates from 90°, the output
duty cycle is no longer 50%, providing a de value proportional to the phase difference. Thus, in contrast to the small-signal
multiplier, an XOR gate has a constant gain for 0 < 1~q,1 < 180° (Fig. 38). It can be easily shown that this translates
to a factor of 1C /2 increase in the tracking range of PLLs. For this reason, and because KpD is independent of the signal
amplitudes, it is preferable to use a Gilbert cell with large signals.

A J
B

(a)

A J
B

(b)

o

Fig. 37 Input and output waveforms of an XOR gate.

It is interesting to note that in a PLL with a large loop gain, a Gilbert-type PD forces the static phase difference
between the input and output to remain close to 90° so that the dc output of the PD is small. In many applications, the 90°
phase shift is unimportant or can be cancelled elsewhere in the system.
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Fig. 38 Characteristic of an XOR PD.

In the Gilbert cell PD, the average output depends on the duty cycle of the inputs. Illustrated in Figure 39, this effect
manifests itself as a static phase error in a PLL.

A J
B

..
t Fig. 39 Dependence of XOR output on input duty cycle.

R-S Latch. Another topology that can be used for phase detection is an edge-triggered R-S latch, also called a
two-state PD (Fig. 40). Here, the rising edge of A drives Q to ONE and that of B drives Q to ZERO. Thus, the differential
output changes sign every time a rising edge at one input is followed by a rising edge at the other (Fig. 40b). Since this
circuit changes state only on one edge of the inputs, its characteristics differ from those of an XOR in several respects: 1) the
output frequency is the same as the input frequency; 2) the average output does not depend on the input duty cycle; 3) the
input/output characteristic crosses zero when the inputs are 1800 out of phase (Fig. 40b); 4) the monotonic range of the
PD is ±1800 around the center; 5) the shape of the characteristic is sawtooth rather than triangular. Among these, the first
property is undesirable if the PLL performs frequency multiplication because it mandates a low -3-dB frequency in the LPF
(Section 4.8).

AB~SR aho------f:: ~~h QI--}out

A J
B

Vout-::R:------::R--------------0

..
(a)

(b)
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It is also interesting to note that an R-S latch generates a nonzero de output if one input frequency is an integer multiple
of the other (Fig. 41), whereas an XOR gate exhibits no such behavior. Thus, a PLL employing an R-S latch as the PD
may lock to a higher harmonic of the input if the VCO frequency range is sufficiently wide or the input spectrum has strong
components at subhannonics of the VCO output.

A J
B

Vout :::R::-------··..·R·---....···-..·---0

t Fig. 41 Response of R-S latch to higher harmonics.

Phase/Frequency Detector. A circuit that can detect both phase and frequency difference proves extremely useful
because it significantly increases the acquisition range and lock speed of PLLs.

Unlike XOR gates and R-S latches, sequential phase/frequency detectors (PFDs) generate two outputs that are not
complementary. Illustrated in Figure 42, the operation of a typical PFD is as follows. If the frequency of input A, WA,

is less than that of input B, WB, then the PFD produces positive pulses at QA, while QB remains at zero. Conversely, if
WA > WB, then positive pulses appear at QB while QA =O. If WA = WB, then the circuit generates pulses at either QA or
Q B with a width equal to the phase difference between the two inputs. (Note that, in principle, Q A and Q B are never high
simultaneously.) Thus, the average value of Q A - Q B is an indication of the frequency or phase difference between A and
B. The outputs Q A and Q B are usually called the "UP" and "DOWN" signals.

Fig.42 Phase/frequency detector response with (a) WA < (J)B;

(b) A lagging B.

:=1 PFD ~::
A

8

QA

Qs

(a)

A

B

QA

QB

(b)

To arrive at a circuit with the above behavior, we postulate that at least three logical states are required: QA = Q B = 0;
QA = 0, QB = 1; and QA = 1, QB = O. Also, to avoid dependence of the output on the duty cycle of the inputs, the circuit
should be implemented as an edge-triggered sequential machine. We assume the circuit can change state only on the rising
transitions of A and B, and, for the sake of brevity, we will omit the adjective "rising" hereafter. Figure 43 shows a state
diagram summarizing the operation. If the PFD is in the "ground" state, Q A = Q B = 0, then a transition on A takes it to
State I, where Q A = 1, QB = O. The circuit remains in this state until a transition occurs on B, upon which the PFD returns
to State O. The switching sequence between States 0 and II is similar.

An important point in this state diagram is that if, for example, WA > WB, then there will be a time interval during
which two transitions of A take place between two transitions of B. This ensures that, even if the PFD begins in State II, it
will eventually leave that state and thereafter toggle between States 0 and I [16].
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State II B+ State 0 A+ State I

Fig. 43 PFD state diagram.

A possible implementation of the above PFD is shown in Figure 44 [16]. The circuit consists of two edge-triggered,
resettable D flipftops with their D inputs connected to logical ONE. Signals A and B act as clock inputs of D F FA and
DFFB, respectively. We note that if QA = QB = 0, a transition on A causes QA to go high. Subsequent transitions on
A have no effect on QA, and when B goes high, the AND gate activates the reset of both ftipftops. Thus, QA and QB are
simultaneously high for a duration given by the total delay through the AND gate and the reset path of the ftipftops. The
implications of this overlap are explained later. Figure 45 shows the phase characteristic of the PFD.

_---..IL

ONE
DFFA

0
Q

A CK

Reset

B CK
Q

0

ONE
DFFB

A

B

QA

QB-l

Fig. 44 PFD implementation.

Vout

Fig. 45 PFD characteristic.

The D flipflops in Figure 44 may employ different topologies in bipolar and CMOS implementations. In bipolar
technology, a standard master-slave configuration with an additional reset input can be used. In CMOS technology, a simple
circuit such as that in Figure 46 [17] proves adequate. Note that the D input is "hidden" here.

Other implementations of PFDs are described in [18, 19].
The output of a PFD can be converted to de in different ways. One approach is to sense the difference between the

two outputs' by means of a differential amplifier and apply the result to a low-pass filter. Alternatively, the outputs can drive
a three-state "charge pump."

5.3 Charge Pumps
In the low-pass filters considered thus far (Figs. 15and 17), the average value of the PO output is obtained by depositing

charge onto a capacitor during each phase comparison and allowing the charge to decay afterwards. In a charge pump, on
the other hand, there is negligible decay of charge between phase comparison instants, leading to interesting consequences.
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CKDo-----.

Reset 00----1

--~Q

Fig. 46 Implementation of each DFF in Figure 44.

A three-state charge pump can be best studied in conjunction with a three-state phase/frequency detector (Fig. 47). The
pump itself consists of two switched current sources driving a capacitor. (We assume herein that 81 and II are implemented
with PMOSFETs and 52 and 12 with NMOSFETs.) Note that for a pulse of width T on QA, II deposits a charge equal to IT
on C», Thus, if {VA > wa, or {VA = WB but A leads B, then positive charge accumulates on C p steadily, yielding an infinite
de gain for the PFD. Similarly, if pulses appear on Q B, 12 removes charge from C p on every phase comparison, driving Vout

toward -00. In the third state, with QA = QB = 0, Vout remains constant. Since the steady-state gain is infinite, it is more
meaningful to define the gain for one comparison instant, which is equal to IT / (21l'CP ).

-----oVoutPFD

A

B

Q A

Qs -11-0 .......---

V out

Fig.47 PFD with charge pump.

An important conclusion to be drawn from the above observations is that, if offsets and mismatches are neglected,
a PLL utilizing this arrangement locks such that the static phase difference between A and B is zero; even an infinitesimal
phase error would result in an indefinite accumulation of charge on Cp.

The PFD/charge pump circuit of Figure 47 can potentially suffer from a "dead zone." To understand this effect, we let
the phase difference between A and B approach zero and study the charge deposited on Cr- We also make two assumptions:
1) QA and QB exhibit relatively long transition times, for example, due to the capacitive loading of 81 and ~; 2) the delay
from Q A and QB through the AND gate and the reset path of the ftipftops is small, Le., when QA and QB exceed the threshold
of the AND gate, the reset is immediately activated. The goal is to examine the increment in the charge deposited on Cp for
an increment l:!1t in the delay between A and B (the small-signal gain).

Let us first consider a case where the delay between A and B is relatively large (Fig. 48a). We note that QA develops
a full logical level and is reset when Q a reaches the threshold of the AND gate. Thus, if the delay increments from T, to
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TI + ~t, QA will be high for ~t seconds longer and the charge deposited on Cp will increase by I ~t. Now suppose, as
shown in Figure 48b, TI ~ O. What is the charge increment for a delay increment ~t? If B goes high ~t seconds after A
does, then Q B follows Q A with the same delay. As soon as Q B crosses the threshold of the AND gate, the reset signal is
asserted, forcing QA and QB to return to zero. Thus, if !:!at is small" QA does not reach a full logical level, failing to tum 81

on or turning it on for an ill-defined length of time. In other words, the gain of the circuit drops as the delay between A and
B becomes comparable with the transition time at QA and QB. This is illustrated in Figure 48c.

A !
T

1
•
1B 1"

AND
Gate .

Threshold •

..
(a)

AND
Gate ••.••..•••••.•

Threshold •• •

(b)

(c)

..

Fig. 48 Dead zone in a PFD with charge pump.

At this point, we must make two important observations. First, the dead zone is undesirable in a phase-locked system:
If the phase difference between the input and output varies within the zone, the de output of the charge pump does not change
significantly and the loop fails to correct the resulting error. Consequently, a peak-to-peak jitter approximately equal to the
width of the dead zone can arise in the output. Second, the PFD of Figure 44 is unlikely to suffer from a dead zone because
its reset operation typically entails two or more gate delays (one due to the AND gate and one or more due to the ftipftops).
So long as the capacitive loading of 81 and ~does not excessively slow down the output transitions, the reset delay ensures
that Q A and QBreach full logic levels. It is interesting to note that the dead zone existed in old implementations where the
PFD output needed to drive an external charge pump and, hence, the capacitance associated with the IC pads and PC board
traces. In those cases, additional inverters would be inserted at the output of the AND gate to increase the reset delay and
eliminate the dead zone.

From the above discussion, we also infer that the dead zone disappears only if QA and QB can be simultaneously
high for a sufficient amount of time. During this period, both 81 and ~ in Figure 47 are on, allowing the difference between
II and 12 to vary the voltage stored on Cpo Since II and 12 typically have a few percent of mismatch, the output voltage
varies even if the input phase difference is zero. Thus, a PLL employing this arrangement locks with a finite phase error so
as to cancel the net charge deposited by II and 12 on Cp (Fig. 49). The important point is that the control voltage of the VCO
is periodically disturbed, thereby modulating the veo and introducing sidebands in the output spectrum.

Another error stems from mismatches between SI and 82 in Figure 47. When these switches tum off, their charge
injection and feedthrough mismatch results in an error step at the output, changing the VCO frequency until the next phase
comparison instant.

Our discussion thus far has assumed that II and 12 in Figure 47 are ideal. Since each current source requires a
minimum voltage to maintain a relatively constant current, it is important that VD D - Vx and Vy not drop below a certain
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QA ----fI n__
Qs ---ll " _
Vcont~ ~

t Fig. 49 Effect of mismatch in current sources of a charge pump.

level. If the extreme values of Vcont violate this condition, the current charging C» varies and so does the overall gain [20],
influencing the loop static and dynamic behavior.

Another related effect occurs when 81 and Sz are off:. /1 and 12 pull nodes X and Y to VD D and ground, respectively,
causing charge-sharing between Cx, C p , and C y when Sl and ~ tum on again (Fig. 50). If Vout = VDD/2, II = 12, and
Cx = Cy, then Vout is not disturbed, but because Vout determines the VCO frequency, it is generally not equal to VDD/2,

thus experiencing a jump when 81 and ~ tum on. This effect is also periodic and introduces sidebands at the output, but it
can be suppressed if nodes X and Yare bootstrapped to the voltage stored on the capacitor [7].

~
VDD

t 11· ..•:.......- •••• X· ..t·x 8
1

. L..-.-oVOUI

c, )52 ±CP

.::'••;='_•••~Y -· .. ... t 1
2

Fig. 50 Charge-sharing in a charge pump.

As noise immunity demands a differential control voltage for the VCO, the charge pump circuit of Figure 47 must be
modified to provide a differential output. An additional advantage is that differential implementation alleviates the mismatch
and charge-sharing problems as well. In a differential charge pump, the UP and DOWN signals activate only pull-down
currents, and the pull-up currents are passive. Thus, when both UP and DOWN are low, a common-mode (CM) feedback
circuit must counteract the pull-up currents to maintain a proper level.

Shown in Figure 51 is an example where differential pairs MI-M2 and M3-M4 are driven by the PPD and the network
consisting of Ms-Mg sets the output CM level at Voss + VGS9 . Because the CM level is momentarily disturbed at each phase
comparison instant, it is important that CM transients not lead to differential settling components [21].

~
UP

IsS<l p

1--0
DOWN
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Fig. 51 Differential CMOS charge pump.
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6. CHARGE-PUMP PHASE-LoCKED Loops

Charge-pump PLLs (CPPLLs) incorporate a PFD (or PD) and a charge pump (Fig. 52) instead of the combinational PD and
the LPF in the generic architecture of Figure 11. As mentioned before, the combination of a PFD and a charge pump offers
two important advantages over the XOR/LPF approach: 1) the capture range is only limited by the VCO output frequency
range; 2) the static phase error is zero if mismatches and offsets are negligible. In this section, we study the characteristics
of this type of PLL and make comparisons with the conventional type.

x(t)
1--+--0 y(t)

Fig. 52 Charge-pumpPLL.

Charge pumps provide an infinite gain for a static phase difference at the input of the PFD. From another point of
view, the response of a PFD/charge pump to a phase step is a linear ramp, indicating that the transfer function of the circuit
contains a pole at the origin. With another such pole contributed by the VCO, a charge-pump PLL cannot remain stable. In
fact, representing the transfer function of the PFD/charge pump with KpFDIs, we note that the closed-loop transfer function
of the PLL is

KpFD Kveo

H(s) = s s
1 + KpFD Kveo

s s

(53)

(54)=------
KpFDKveo

s2 + KpFDKveo

revealing two imaginary poles at (J) = ±jJ KpFDKvco- To avoid instability, a zero must be added to the open-loop transfer
function. This is in contrast to the case of a simple low-pass filter, where the loop is, in principle, stable even with no zero.
The stabilizing zero in a CPPLL can be realized by placing a resistor in series with the charge-pump capacitor (Fig. 53).

Fig. 53 Addition of a zero to a charge pump.

To perform a small-signal analysis, we note that the switching operation of the charge pump and the lack ofa discharge
path between phase comparison instants make the PLL a discrete-time system. However, if the loop bandwidth is much less
than the input frequency, we can assume the state of the PLL changes by a small amount during each cycle of the input [20].
Using the "average" value of the discrete-time parameters, we can then study the loop as a continuous-time system [20].

Suppose the loop begins with a phase error ePin - ePout = ePe. Then, the average current charging the capacitor is given
by I ePeI (2Jr) and the average change in the control voltage of the VCO equals

I ePe ( 1)Vcont(s) = - R + --
21r Cps

(55)
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Noting that <l>out(s) = Vcont(s)Kveo/s, we obtain the following closed-loop transfer function:

[
--(RCps + I)Kveo

H(s) = 2~Cp I

s2 + -KveoRs + -2C Kveo
21l' n p

which has the same form as Eq. (36). Thus, the system is characterized by a zero at W z = -1/(RCp) and

[

Wn = 2rrC p Kveo

(56)

(57)

R ic-
~ = - -Kveo (58)

2 21l'

Note that W n is independent of R. If the loop includes frequency division, Kveo must be divided by the division factor.
From Eq. (46), we note that the decay-time constant of the system is equal to (~wn/2)-1 = (RI Kveo/8)-I, a quantity

independent of Cr-
In many applications, it is desirable to maximize the loop bandwidth, which is usually proportional to W n • While for

a PLL with a sinusoidal PD (Section 3.3), Wn and ~ cannot be maximized simultaneously, Eqs. (57) and (58) suggest that in
a CPPLL both to; and ~ can be increased if I or Kveo is increased. However, as the loop bandwidth becomes comparable
with the input frequency, the continuous-time approximation used above breaks down, necessitating discrete-time analysis.
Using such an analysis, Gardner has derived a stability limit [20] that can be reduced to

2

w2 < Win (59)
n 1l'(RCpWin + lr)

implying an upper bound on W n • This equation also indicates that R cannot be increased indefinitely [19]. (Typically, when
the continuous-time approximation fails, the loop is unacceptably underdamped.)

In single-ended charge pumps, the resistor added in series with the capacitor can introduce "ripple" in the control
voltage [20] even when the loop is locked. Since Sl and S2 tum on at every phase comparison instant, the mismatch between
I) and 12 flows through R, causing a step at the output. Furthermore, mismatch between overlap capacitance of Sl and ~
results in a net signal feedthrough to the output. Modulating the VCO frequency, this effect is especially undesirable in
frequency synthesizers.

To suppress the ripple, a second capacitor can be connected from the output of the charge pump to ground. This
modification introduces a third pole in the PLL, requiring further study of stability issues. Gardner provides criteria for the
stability of such systems [20]. Note that fully differential charge pumps can reduce the magnitude of the ripple considerably.

The zero required in a charge-pump PLL can also be implemented using feedforward [22, 23]. This is accomplished
by adding a fast signal path in parallel with the main charge pump. Illustrated in Figure 54 on page 31, this technique utilizes
an auxiliary charge pump driving a wideband "dissipative" network, C2 and R2. The transfer function of the circuit is thus
equal to

thereby providing a zero at

([PIR2 C 2 + [P2 R2C I ) S + [PI
= -----------

2lrCts(R2C2S + 1)

(60)

(61)

(62)( [ )-1
W z = - R2C2 + R2 C1-!2.

[PI

Note that the addition of the zero inevitably introduces a pole at Wp = -1/(R2C2), making the PLL a third-order system.
Moreover, the decay of the voltage across C2 due to R2 leads to ripple and, hence, frequency modulation of the Yeo.

7. NOISE IN PHASE-LoCKED Loops

Since PLLs operate on the phase of signals, they are susceptible to phase noise or jitter. Within the scope of this tutorial, we
consider phase noise as a random component in the excess phase, as exemplified by Q>n(t) in Eq. (1). For the sake of brevity,
we use the term noise to mean phase noise.
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Fig. 54 Addition of zero by means of feedforward.

If the input signal or the building blocks of a PLL exhibit noise, then the output signal will also suffer from noise. In
general, all the loop components, including the phase detector, the LPF, the VCO, and the frequency divider may contribute
noise [24]. The goal is to understand how the spectrum of a given noise source is shaped as it propagates to the output.

In this tutorial, we examine two important cases: 1) the input signal contains noise, and 2) the VCO introduces noise;
in each case, we find the transfer function from the noise source of interest to the PLL output. In monolithic implementations,
the phase noise of the VCO is typically much more significant than that of other loop components.

7.1 Phase Noise at Input
Consider the PLL in Figure 55 where the input and output signals are x(t) = A sin[wet + <Pin(t)] and y(t) =

B sin[wet + tPout(t)]. The transfer function <l>out(S)/<I>in(S) is

w2

H(s) = n (63)
s2 + 2~wns + w~

If the input (excess) phase, <Pin(t), does not vary with time, i.e., if the input to the PLL is a pure sinusoid, then s = 0 and
H(s) = 1. Now, suppose <Pin(t) is varied so slowly that the denominator ofEq. (63) is still close to w~. Thus, H(s) remains
close to unity, indicating that the output phase (or frequency) follows the input phase (or frequency), a natural property of
the PLL as a tracking system.

<I> In 0 ~ <I>out

logI<I>outl
<I>In

co
Fig. 55 Noise transfer function of a PLL from input to output.

(64)

What happens if <Pin (t) varies at an increasingly higher rate? Equation (63) shows that the output excess phase, tPout(t),
drops, eventually approaching zero and yielding y(t) = B sin wet. In other words, for fast variations of the input excess
phase or frequency, the PLL fails to track the input. Revisited in Section 9.1, this attribute of PLLs was the original reason
for their widespread application in communications.

In summary, the input-phase noise spectrum of a PLL is shaped by the characteristic low-pass transfer function when
it appears at the output. In order to minimize this noise, the loop bandwidth must be as small as possible, although it slows
down the lock, limits the capture range, and degrades the stability.

7.2 Phase Noise »rvco
The phase noise of the VCO can be modeled as an additive component, <Pvco, as shown in Figure 56. Assuming l/Jvco

and <Pin are uncorrelated, we set tPin to zero and compute the transfer function from tPvco to tPout.7 Note that tPin(t) = 0 means
the excess phase of the input is zero, not the input signal itself; i.e., we must apply a strictly periodic signal at the input.

With lPin = 0 and a simple low-pass filter, we have

<l>out(s) s(s + WLpp)
=------

<l>vco(s) s2 + 2~wns + w~

7Superposition holds for the power of uncorrelated sources.
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Fig. 56 Noise transfer function of a PLL from veo to output.

As expected, this transfer function has the same poles as Eq. (63), but it also contains two zeros at Wzl = 0 and Wz2 = -WLPF,

making the characteristic a high-pass filter.
The zero at the origin implies that, for slow variations in ¢veo, ¢out is small. This is because, in lock, the phase

variations in the veo are converted to voltage by the PD and applied to the control input of the veo so as to accumulate
phase in the opposite direction. Since the veo voltage/phase conversion has nearly infinite gain for a slowly varying Vconh

the negative feedback suppresses variations in the output phase.
From another perspective, the PLL can be simplified and redrawn as in Figures 57a and b. Because an ideal integrator

placed in a negative feedback loop creates a "virtual" ground at its input, cPout ~ 0 for slow variations in ¢Veo.

til yeo

(a)

(b) Fig. 57 Simplified model of PLL with veo noise.

Now, suppose the rate of change of ¢veo increases. Then, the magnitude of Kvco/s and, hence, the loop gain
decrease, allowing the virtual ground to experience significant variations. As the rate of change of <Pin approaches !VLPF, the
loop gain is reduced by the low-pass filter as well, an effect represented by the zero at -WLPF.

From Eq. (64), we note that as s ~ 00, tPout ~ <Pvco, which is to be expected because the feedback loop is essentially
open for very fast changes in tPveo.

A common test of noise immunity in PLLs entails applying a small step to the power supply and finding the time
required for the input-output phase difference to settle within a certain error band [18]. Since such a step predominantly
affects the veo output, we can use Eq. (64) to predict the circuit's behavior. For a phase step of height tPl' the output
assumes the following form:

tPout(t) = <PI [cos~wnt +h Sin~wnt] x exp(-~wnt) (65)
1 - ~2

Thus, the output initially jumps to tPi and subsequently decays to zero with a time constant (~Wn)-1. It is therefore desirable
to maximize sW n for fast recovery of the PLL.

From the above analysis, we conclude that to minimize the veo phase-noise contribution, the loop bandwidth must
be maximized, a requirement in conflict with that of the case where the PLL input contains noise. In applications where the
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input has negligible noise (e.g., because it is derived from a crystal oscillator), the loop bandwidth is maximized to reduce
both the VCO phase noise and the lock time.

8. CLOCK RECOVERY CIRCUITS

As mentioned in Section 2.4, a clock recovery circuit produces a timing clock signal from a stream of binary data. In
this section, we describe the design issues of CRCs and study various clock recovery techniques amenable to monolithic
implementation.

8.1 Properties ofNRZ Data
Binary data is commonly transmitted in the "nonreturn-to-zero" (NRZ) format. As shown in Figure 58a, in this format

each bit has a duration of Tb ("bit period"), is equally likely to be ZERO or ONE, and is statistically independent of other
bits. The quantity r» = 1/Tb is called the "bit rate" and measured in bits/so The term "non-retum-to-zero" distinguishes
this type from another one called the "return-to-zero" (RZ) format, in which the signal goes to zero between consecutive
bits (Fig. 58b). Since for a given bit rate, RZ data contains more transitions than NRZ data, the latter is preferable where
channel or circuit bandwidth is costly. Note that, in general, data must be treated as a random waveform (with certain known
statistical properties).

NRZ
Data.

Tb t
(a)

RZ
Data

~

1 nsec
(c)

Fig.58 (a) NRZ data; (b) RZ data; (c) fastest NRZ waveform with r» =
1 ObIs.

NRZ data has two attributes that make the task of clock recovery difficult. First, the data may exhibit long sequences
of consecutive ONEs or ZEROs, demanding the CRe to "remember" the bit rate during such a period. This means that, in
the absence of data transitions, the CRC should not only continue to produce the clock, but also incur negligible drift in the
clock frequency. We return to this issue later.

Second, the spectrum of NRZ data has nulls at frequencies that are integer multiples of the bit rate; for example, if
the data rate is 1 Gb/s, the spectrum has no energy at 1 GHz. To understand why, we note that the fastest waveform for a
l-Gb/s stream of data is obtained by alternating between ONE and ZERO every 1 ns (Fig. 58c). The result is a 500-MHz
square wave, with all the even-order harmonics absent. From another point of view, if an NRZ sequence with rate r» is
multiplied by A sin(21Tmrbt), the result has a zero average for all integers m, indicating that the waveform contains no
frequency components at mrs.

It is also helpful to know the shape of the NRZ data spectrum. Since the autocorrelation function of a random binary
sequence is [25]

the power spectral density equals

ITI
Rx(T) = 1 - - ITI < Tb

t;
= 0 ITI < Tb

(66)

(67)

p (co) = r. [sin(WTb/2) J2 (68)
x b WTb/2

Plotted in Figure 59, this function vanishes at co = Zmn / Ti: In contrast, RZ data has finite power at such frequencies.
Due to the lack of a spectral component at the bit rate in the NRZ format, a clock recovery circuit may lock to spurious

signals or simply not lock at all. Thus, NRZ data usually undergoes a nonlinear operation at the front end of the circuit so as
to create a frequency component at rb. A common approach is to detect each data transition and generate a corresponding
pulse.
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Fig. 59 Spectrum of NRZ data.

8.2 Edge Detection
Illustrated in Figure 60a, edge detection requires a means of sensing both positive and negative data transitions. In

Figure 60b, an XOR gate with a delayed input performs this operation, whereas in Figure 6Oc, a differentiator produces
impulses corresponding to each transition, and a squaring circuit or a full-wave rectifier converts the negative impulses to
positive ones.

(a)

(c) Fig. 60 Edge detection of NRZ data.

A third method ofedge detection employs a flipflop operating on both rising and falling edges [26]. To understand this
technique, we first note that, in a phase-locked CRC, the edge-detected data is multiplied by the output of a veo (Fig. 61a).
In effect, the data transition impulses "sample" points on the VCO output. This can also be accomplished using a master-slave
flipflop consisting of two D latches: the data pulses drive the clock input while the VCO output is sensed by the D input
(Fig. 61b). Since in this configuration the VCO output is sampled on either rising or falling transitions of the data, we modify
the circuit such that both latches sample Xvco, but on opposite transitions of Din. Shown in Figure 61c, the resulting circuit
samples the VCO output on every data transition and is therefore functionally equivalent to that in Figure 61a. We call this
circuit a double-edge-triggered flipflop.

8.3 Clock Recovery Architectures
From the above observations, we note that clock recovery consists of two basic functions: 1) edge detection; 2) gen

eration of a periodic output that settles to the input data rate but has negligible drift when some data transitions are absent.
Illustrated in Figure 62a is a conceptual realization of these functions, where a high-Q oscillator is "synchronized" with the
input transitions and oscillates freely in their absence. The synchronization can be achieved by means of phase-locking.

Figure 62b shows how a simple PLL can be used along with edge detection to perform clock recovery. First, suppose
the input data is periodic with a frequency 1/Ti: (The unit of 1/Tb is hertz rather than rad/s.) Then, the edge detector simply
doubles the frequency, allowing the VCO to lock to 1/(2Tb). Now, assume some transitions are absent. During such an
interval, the output of the multiplier is zero and the voltage stored in the low-pass filter decays, thereby making the veo
frequency drift. To minimize this effect, the time constant of the LPF must be sufficiently larger than the maximum allowable
interval between consecutive transitions.f thereby resulting in a small loop bandwidth and, hence, a narrow capture range.

It follows from the above discussion that a PLL used for clock recovery must also employ frequency detection to
ensure locking to the input despite process and temperature variations. This may suggest replacing the multiplier with the

8Most communication systems guarantee a certain upper bound on this interval by encoding the data.
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Fig. 61 Edge detection and sampling of NRZ data.
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(b) Fig. 62 (a) Conceptual realization of a CRC; (b) phase-locked CRC.

three-state PFD of Figure 42. However, the latter circuit produces an incorrect output if either of its input signals exhibits
missing transitions. As depicted in Figure 63, in the absence of transitions on the main input, the PFD interprets the veo
frequency to be higher than the input frequency, driving the control voltage in such a direction as to correct the apparent
difference. This occurs even if the veo frequency is initially equal to the input data rate. Thus, the choice of phase and
frequency detectors for random binary data requires careful examination of their response when some transitions are absent.

Din 11 n..- =:§: I I
vco 3-State

Output IlI1.fLfL PFD ..n..r--L
Fig. 63 Response of a three-state PFD to random data.

A clock recovery architecture that has been implemented in both analog and digital domains is the "quadricorrelator,"
introduced by Richman [27] and modified by Bellisio [28]. We first consider an analog representation of the architecture to
describe its underlying principles. Shown in Figure 64, and bearing some resemblance to that in Figure 25, the quadricorrelator
follows the edge detector with a combination of three loops sharing the same Yeo. Loops I and II perform frequency detection
and Loop III, phase detection. Note that the veo generates quadrature outputs. The circuit operates as follows. Suppose the
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edge detector produces a frequency component at WI while the veo oscillates at W2. Mixing the veo outputs with sinw]t
and low-pass filtering the results, we obtain quadrature beat signals sin(wl - W2)t and COS(WI - W2)t. Next, the latter signal
is differentiated and mixed with the former, yielding (WI -lU2) COS2(Wl - W2)t at node P. Representing both the polarity and
the magnitude of the difference between WI and lU2, the average value of this signal drives the veo with negative feedback
so as to bring W2 closer to WI. As 1W2 - WI I drops, Loop III-a simple PLL-begins to generate an asymmetric signal at
node M, assisting the lock process. For W2 ~ WI, the de feedback signal produced by Loops I and II approaches zero and
Loop III dominates, locking the veo output to the input data.

NRZ Data

M
r::.::::::::::::::::::: .
i { Loop III :: Loop I i

cos~ t :..::::::::.::o~::::: .

1---------41.. .1l 1------'
dt

Fig. 64 Quadricorrelator.

The use of frequency detection in the quadricorrelator makes the capture range independent of the (locked) loop
bandwidth, allowing a small cut-off frequency in the LPF of Loop III so as to minimize the veo drift between data
transitions.? Nevertheless, because the frequency detection circuit can respond to noise and spurious components, it is
preferable to disable Loops I and II once phase lock is attained.

Further analysis of the quadricorrelator is given in [27, 29].
A drawback of the quadricorrelator in discrete technologies was that it required quadrature outputs of the YeO, a

problem solved by passing the veo output through a delay line to shift the phase by 90°. The dependence of such a delay
on frequency, temperature, and component values made the design difficult. In monolithic implementations, on the other
hand, differential ring oscillators with an even number of stages easily provide quadrature outputs (Section 5.1).

The quadricorrelator can also be realized in digital form. Recall from Figure 61 that the combination of an edge
detector and a mixer can be replaced with a double-edge-triggered flipflop. Thus, the architecture of Figure 64 can be
"digitalized" as shown in Figure 65, which is notably similar to that in [26].

NRZ
Data

Fig. 65 Digital implementation of quadricorrelator.

Other types of phase and frequency detectors for NRZ data are described in [30, 31].

91t may be necessary to follow the mixer in Loop III with two LPFs: one with a wide band in Loop I and another with a narrow band in Loop III.
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9. ApPLICATIONS

9.1 Noise and Jitter Suppression in Communications
A common situation in communication systems is that a narrowband signal is corrupted by noise. This occurs, for

example, in satellite transceivers where weak signals buried in noise must be detected by coherent demodulation. In order
to achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio, the noise components around the carrier, We, must be suppressed, implying the need
for a narrowband filter. However, in most applications the required filter bandwidth is several orders of magnitude smaller
than We' thereby demanding filter Qs of greater than 1000.

A PLL can operate as a narrowband filter with an extremely high Q (Fig. 66). Recall that the input/output phase (or
frequency) transfer function ofa (continuous-time) PLL is that ofa low-pass filter whose bandwidth is independentofthe input
frequency. Making the bandwidth of the PLL sufficiently small can therefore result in a very high equivalent Q. From another
point of view, the PLL tr,,:,es the average of the input frequency over a great many cycles, thus suppressing variations therein.

Fig. 66 PLL as a narrowband filter.

As mentioned in Section 7, with a small loop bandwidth, the veo becomes the dominant source of output noise.
Thus, in this application fully monolithic veos may not achieve sufficiently low phase noise, and external resonant devices
such as inductors may be required.

In digital communications, transmitted or retrieved data often suffer from timing jitter, a problem similar to that
illustrated in Figure 1. In order to lower the jitter, the data can be "regenerated" (or "retimed") with the aid of a phase-locked
clock recovery circuit. Depicted in Figure 67, regeneration occurs when the data waveform is sampled at its peaks, farthest
from zero-crossing points. Subsequent amplification then produces a logical ONE or ZERO according to the polarity of the
sampled value.

o Flipflop

- 0 Q~
CK

\

Clock

--. Clock Recovery
Circuit

I---

Clock

Dout

t Fig. 67 Jitter suppression by data regeneration.

To appreciate the efficiency and robustness of this approach, we make two observations. First, as with the case shown
in Figure 66, the phase-locked eRe rejects most of the noise that accompanies the data, generating a low-jitter clock. Second,
peak sampling produces a correct output even if the data zero crossings deviate from their ideal instants by almost half a bit
period (Fig. 68). Heavily deteriorated data can thus be recovered.

An important issue in clock and data recovery is "jitter peaking." In most PLLs, the input/output transfer function
contains a zero, typically exhibiting a peaking in the frequency response. As a result, some high-frequency jitter components
are actually amplified as they appear at the output. This issue is further discussed in [32, 33].
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9.2 Skew Suppression in Digital Systems
As described in Section 2.2, the interface between off-chip clocks and high-speed digital les typically introduces

significant skew. This originates from the finite delay of the on-chip clock buffers used to drive the device and interconnect
capacitance. Considering the delay as a phase shift, we postulate that its effect can be reduced if the buffers are embedded
in a PLL with large loop gain. Figure 69 is an example of the on-chip buffered signal, eKe, phase-locked to the off-chip
clock, CK s- With a three-state PFD and charge pump, the buffer delay is, in principle, completely cancelled.

CKs DlgltallC

.,..............-oCKc

Fig. 69 Skew reduction using a PLL.

The above technique can be utilized more extensively in large clock networks. For example, if a processor clock is
distributed on an "H" tree, the signal at the end of one of the branches can be locked to the input so as to null the delay
associated with intermediate wires and local buffers [34].

An important issue in PLLs used in low-power systems is the lock time. A low-power processor is frequently powered
down and up, requiring the PLL to perform phase alignment quickly. The load capacitance seen by the clock buffer changes
when the processor is powered up. Thus, even if the PLL is always on, it still experiences a large transient. Another difficulty
is that the lock time is a function of loop parameters and, hence, varies considerably with process and temperature.

9.3 Frequency Synthesis in RF Transceivers
RF systems usually require a high-frequency local oscillator (LO) whose frequency can be changed in small, precise

steps. The ability of PLLs to multiply frequencies makes them attractive for synthesizing frequencies.
Figure 70 shows an example of a phase-locked synthesizer. The goal is to generate an output frequency that can

be varied from 900 MHz to 925.4 MHz in steps of 200 kHz, covering 128 channels. The frequency divider in the loop is
designed such that its division ratio is M = N P + S, where N P = 4500 and S can be programmed from zero to 1.27 by the
"channel select" input. Thus, if fREF = 200 kHz, then fout can be varied from fmin = (4500 +0) x 200 kHz = 900 MHz to
fmax = (4500 + 127) x 200 kHz = 925.4 MHz.

M= NP + S

Channel
Select Fig.70 Phase-locked synthesizer.

RF synthesizers typically impose severe constraints on the output phase noise and sidebands. In the example of
Figure 70, phase noise is contributed mostly by the veo because fREF is provided by a low-noise crystal oscillator. Thus, it
is desirable to maximize the loop bandwidth. However, as explained in Section 4.8, the second harmonic of fREF at the PD
output creates sidebands in the YeO, and can be suppressed only by lowering lULPF. This leads to a trade-off between phase
noise and sideband magnitudes, making the architecture a viable choice only if the veo phase noise is sufficiently small.
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The lock time of RF synthesizers is also an important parameter. In "frequency-hopped" systems, for example, the
channel is required to change in a short amount of time, a constraint in conflict with the small loop bandwidth needed to
suppress the sidebands. Many architectures and circuit techniques have been devised to resolve these issues [35].

10. CONCLUSION

The concept of phase locking has proved essential in today's electronic systems. The ability of PLLs to control phase and
frequency with extremely high precision provides efficient solutions to various design problems in communications, RF and
wireless applications, disk drive electronics, and digital systems.
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